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The Test Prep Game
Directions: Each group of questions in this section is based on a set of conditions. In answering some of the questions, it may be
useful to draw a rough diagram. Choose the response that most accurately and completely answers each question and blacken
the corresponding space on your answer sheet.
Questions 1–5
Ned is going to utilize 6 different LSAT learning products over
the course of 4 weeks. Three of them—Blueprint, Kaplan, and
7Sage—are recorded courses, and three of them—Manhattan,
Powerscore, and The Trainer—are study guides. At the
beginning of each week, he will choose a course or study
guide, and he will use each product for exactly one of the four
weeks. He will utilize the learning tools in accordance with the
following conditions:
He uses only one learning product during the first week.
He uses Powerscore in an earlier week than either
Manhattan or Kaplan, but not both.
He does not use Blueprint in Week two.
He does not use a course during the third week.
He does not use more than one study guide in any one
week, and does not use more than one course in any one
week.
1. Which of the following could represent the schedule for
when he utilizes the learning products?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

Week one: Kaplan; Week two: Blueprint and The
Trainer; Week three: Powerscore; Week four:
7Sage and Manhattan.
Week one: Blueprint; Week two: Kaplan and The
Trainer; Week three: 7Sage and Powerscore;
Week four: Manhattan.
Week one: Blueprint and The Trainer; Week two:
Kaplan; Week three: Powerscore; Week four:
7Sage and Manhattan.
Week one: 7Sage; Week two: Kaplan and The
Trainer; Week three: Powerscore; Week four:
Blueprint and Manhattan.
Week one: Blueprint; Week two: 7Sage and
Powerscore; Week three: The Trainer; Week
four: Kaplan and Manhattan.

2. Each of the following could be true EXCEPT:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

he uses Blueprint and Powerscore in the same
week
he uses 7Sage and Manhattan in the same week
he uses 7Sage and Powerscore in the same week
he uses Kaplan and Powerscore in the same week
he uses Kaplan and The Trainer in the same week

3. Which of the following, if true, determines which week
he will use Kaplan?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

He uses Powerscore in Week two.
He uses Powerscore in Week three.
He uses Manhattan in Week two.
He uses Manhattan in Week three.
He uses Manhattan in Week four.

4. If he uses 7Sage in Week one, it must be true that
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

he uses Powerscore in a week before the week he
uses The Trainer
he uses Kaplan in a week before the week he uses
The Trainer
he uses Kaplan in a week before the week he uses
Powerscore
he uses Manhattan in a week before the week he
uses Blueprint
he uses Powerscore in a week before the week he
uses Blueprint

5. Which of the following, if true, determines when he will
use each of the products?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

He uses Kaplan in the second week.
He uses Kaplan in the fourth week.
He uses 7Sage in the second week.
He uses 7Sage in the fourth week.
He uses Powerscore in the third week.
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The questions on the previous page are simulated LSAT questions and are not meant to be used in place of actual
LSAT questions. Visit Cambridge LSAT (http://www.cambridgelsat.com) to purchase and download actual LSAT
questions.

